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Abstract

Characteristic scale lengths of nonthermal X-rays from the SN 1006 NE
rim, which are observed by Chandra, are interpreted in the context of the diffusive

shock acceleration on the assumption that the observed spatial profile of nonther-
mal X-rays corresponds to that of accelerated electrons with energy a few tens

of TeV. To explain observed scale lengths, we construct two simple models with
a test particle approximation, the age-limited and the energy loss-limited model,

and discuss the condition that the magnetic field configuration or the diffusion
coefficients of accelerated electrons should satisfy.

1. Introduction

SN 1006 is one of SNRs which are thought to be accelerators of galactic
cosmic rays with energies less than the “knee” energy [1,2]. The mechanism

of the cosmic ray acceleration has also been studied for a long time and the
most plausible process is a diffusive shock acceleration (DSA). Many authors

have explained the observed properties of SN 1006 in the context of the DSA but
arrived at some different conclusions since one can arbitrarily assume the unknown

physical parameters. This comes from a fact that theoretical understanding has
been insufficient; apart from a globally successful picture of the DSA, detailed but

important processes, such as the injection or the reflection of accelerated particles,

which determine the above unknown quantities have not yet been well understood.
Worse yet, previous observations in a hard X-ray band had insufficient spatial

resolutions to resolve small-scale structures near the shock front, and therefore
they cannot produce strong constraints on the theoretical parameters.

Recently, spectral and spatial studies on thermal and non-thermal shock
structures in the NE rim of SN 1006 have been performed with the excellent

spatial resolution of Chandra [3–5]. In [3] we made profiles of 6 filaments and
found that the upstream scale length wu ranges between 0.01 and 0.1 pc, while
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wd varies from 0.06 to 0.4 pc using the exponential function with adopted distance
of 2.18 kpc [6]. The mean values of scale length of nonthermal X-ray filaments in

upstream and downstream are 0.05 pc and 0.2 pc, respectively. The wide band
spectrum from radio to X-rays from six filaments with srcut [7] are also discussed

in [3] and we derive the best-fit roll-off frequency νroll = 2.6 (1.9–3.3)×1017 Hz,
where νroll is written in terms of a downstream magnetic field and the maximum

energy of accelerated electrons as νroll = 5× 1015 Hz (Bd/10µG) (Emax/10TeV)2.
We argue whether models in a context of a DSA can be constrained by these

observed quantities.

2. Interpretations of the Observed Nonthermal X-ray Filaments

We construct two simple models in a context of the DSA with a test-

particle approximation. We assume that the spatial distribution of nonthermal
X-rays coincides with that of accelerated electrons with maximum energy, while

thermal X-rays trace the spatial profile of a background plasma and hence a
magnetic field. Note that for a steady state, there is no spatial structure of

accelerated particles in the downstream, however, the finite-time or energy-loss

effects make the spatial profile. For simplicity, we assume magnetic fields are
spatially uniform both in the upstream and downstream at least in the nonthermal

X-ray emitting region. One can see that since the wide-band spectrum shows a
break at a hard X-ray band, accelerated electrons with energy near the maximum

value Emax contribute the nonthermal X-ray emission.
We consider two important timescales. At first, the acceleration time is

given as tacc = 3(Ku/uu+Kd/ud)/(uu−ud), where u and K are the velocity of bulk
flow in the shock frame and the diffusion coefficients for accelerated electrons with

the maximum energy, respectively. Subscripts “u” and “d” represent upstream
and downstream, respectively. The diffusion coefficients are given by

Ku =
cEmax

3eBu
ηu

(
cos2 θ +

sin2 θ

1 + η2
u

)
, (1)

Kd =
cEmax

3eBd

ηd(cos2 θ + r2 sin2 θ)−1

(
cos2 θ +

r2 sin2 θ

1 + η2
d

)
, (2)

where η, r, and θ are the gyro factor, the compression ratio, and the angle between

upstream magnetic field and the shock normal, respectively [14]. Since we assume
that the shock is sufficiently strong and that shock structure is not affected by the

cosmic-ray pressure, r should be 4 and the upstream and downstream magnetic
field be related as Bd/Bu = R(θ) := (cos2 θ + r2 sin2 θ)1/2.

Secondly, we consider the energy loss timescale given by tloss = 1.25 ×
103 yrs (Emax/10TeV)−1(B/10µG)−2, where we consider electron cooling via syn-
chrotron radiation. Inverse Compton effect can be neglected since we will con-
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clude the downstream magnetic field to be efficiently high. When one com-
pares tloss with tacc, the mean value of the magnetic field that accelerated elec-

trons suffer should be adopted. We can estimate the mean magnetic field as
〈B2〉 = αB2

u + (1 − α)B2
d = χB2

d , where α = ∆tu/(∆tu + ∆td) is the fraction of

time in which accelerating electrons stay in the upstream. For the particles in
the acceleration process, we can estimate ∆tu/∆td ∼ (Ku/uu)/(Kd/ud). Then,

we obtain χ = (R−2Ku + rKd)/(Ku + rKd), which ranges between 0 and 1, and
affects our results slightly.

2.1. Age-Limited Case

First, we investigate the case in which the acceleration time is nearly equal

to the age of SN 1006 tacc ∼ tage < tloss. This condition implies that the observed
nonthermal X-rays are emitted by electrons that have been accelerated up to now.

In this case, in both upstream and downstream, accelerated particles can reach
up to the place at which the advection is balanced with the diffusion. Therefore,

the observed widths of nonthermal X-rays can be written as wu = Ku/uu and
wd = Kd/ud. Then, we derive tacc ∼ 3.4 × 102 yrs ((wu + wd)/0.25 pc), which is

comparable to the age of the SN 1006, and our assumption tacc ∼ tage is justified.
Here, we use uu = rud = us, and we adopt us = 2.89 × 103 km s−1 [9].

We have six unknown parameters Emax, Bu, Bd, ηu, ηd, and θ, while four
equations that relate these quantities. For fixed θ and Bd, we solve ηu and ηd.

When we take θ = 0◦, the case of ηu = ηd = 1 (the Bohm limit in both upstream
and downstream) is marginally acceptable, since η should satisfy 1 ≤ η ≤ c/us ∼
102 [8]. Then the magnetic field has values of Bu = Bd = 20–78 µG. The

maximum value of magnetic fields is achieved when observed quantities νroll, wu,
and wd have the minimum values, respectively. On the other hand, when θ ≥ 85◦,
cases of small magnetic fields can be exist. We can see if we choose wu = 0.1 pc,
wd = 0.3 pc, and νroll = 2 × 1017 Hz, then ηu ∼ 10 and ηd ∼ 1, and the magnetic

field has a value of Bd ∼ 4Bu ∼ 14–20 µG.

2.2. Energy Loss-Limited Case

Here, we consider the case in which the maximum energy of accelerated

electrons Emax is determined by tacc = tloss < tage. In this case, the motion of
accelerated particles might be obstructed by the energy loss effect. Therefore,

we write wu = min{Ku/uu, (Kutcool)
1/2} and wd = max{udtcool, (Kdtcool)

1/2}.
(Indeed, practical calculations show that in almost all cases, scale lengths are

given by wu = Ku/uu and wd = udtcool.)

We can now use five equations for six unknown parameters Emax, Bu, Bd,
ηu, ηd, and θ, and solve these equations with fixed θ. When θ = 0◦, the case

of ηu = ηd = 1 is again acceptable. Then, the magnetic field is in the range of
Bu = Bd = 23–85 µG. One can see that if θ ≤ 30◦, cases in which the downstream
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Fig. 1. The shaded areas indicate the most likely values of magnetic fields just
behind the shock front Bd and the maximum energy of shock-accelerated elec-
trons Emax. The left panel is for the age-limited case, while the right the en-
ergy loss-limited model. These areas are formed by the two solid lines, be-
tween which a roll-off energy is νroll = (1.9–3.3)×1017 Hz, and the dashed lines,
which are limitations from the observed width of nonthermal X-rays; in the
age-limited case, a gyro-radius of accelerated electrons in the downstream should
be rg = Emax/(eBd) = (0.065–20) × 10−2 pc, while in the energy loss-limited case,
cooling time of accelerated electrons should be tcool = wd/ud = (0.81–5.4)×102 yrs.

magnetic field is in the Bohm limit ηd = 1 could exist and then ηu ∼ 1–8 and
Bd ∼ 23–85 µG. However, if θ is larger than ∼ 30◦, one can see ηd ≥ 10 and then

ηu ≤ 10, which implies that the upstream magnetic field is more turbulent than
the downstream and seems to be unnatural.
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